1U8J C
---ELDKWA----X-ray Diffraction, 7-mer in complex with 2F5
35
1U8K C --LELDKWASL--X-ray Diffraction, 9-mer in complex with 2F5 (to Be Published, 2004) 2F5B P ---ELDKWAS---X-ray Diffraction, 7-mer in complex with 2F5 for the broad-spectrum neutralizing 2F5 monoclonal antibody. For each one of the 30 structures, the PDB accession code is given (including the chain used for analysis), along with consensus amino acid sequence and the experimental method used for structure determination.
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Figure S1: Histogram RMSD distributions. Histogram distributions of the RMSD from each experimental structure over the course of the simulation. All-backbone atoms were used for the calculation, excluding the fist/last two flexible residues. The red vertical line denotes the 2.0Å cut-off that was used for the calculation of the occupancies of each experimental structure over the stable conformations of the trajectory (T<340K). From top to bottom (a) Evolution of RMSD (for all-heavy atoms) during the simulation from each experimental structure (individual rows in the matrix) using color coding from light green (0Å) to dark blue (8Å), (b) Matrices of RMSDs (for all-heavy atoms) between all possible structures from successive frames of the trajectory (the origin, t=0, is at the top left-hand corner) using linear color scale ranging from dark blue (0Å), through yellow to dark red (10Å), (c) Evolution of per residue secondary structure STRIDE assignments (one per row) using the color code shown in the right-hand panel (same as in Figure 1 ). force fields. The middle column is the difference between the two force fields where blue colors correspond to higher preference for ILDN* (right) and red colors correspond to higher preference for ILDN (left) force field.
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